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1. ABSTRACT

The Rail Assisted Bathroom Transfer Device developed by the Society allows disabled 
users to move between the shower/bathtub and the toilet in a regular sized bathroom, 
without having to use their wheelchair.

The device consists of a seat equipped with rollers mounted on rails. The seat rolls 
back and forth between the toilet and the shower/tub. The design reduces the number 
of transfers necessary in standard-sized bathrooms. This project was undertaken to 
test the performance of the device and to make improvements based on the results.

The Rail Assisted Bathroom Transfer Device was tested and evaluated in the G.F. 
Strong Rehabilitation Centre and in several homes.

At G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Ceritre the device was tested with people of different 
disabilities, age and sizes.

The results of G.F. Strong testing were analyzed and modifications made to the second 
prototype used in home tests.

Based on the tests in people’s homes we found the device best suited to all bathrooms 
where the bath or soaker tub could be connected via rail to the toilet seat. In 
conclusion, the modifications improved the device and made it marketable.
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RESUME

Le dispositif de transfer! sur rails pour salle de bains mis au point par la Tetra Society 
of North America permet aux personnes handicapees de se deplacer entre la douche 
ou la baignoire et la toilette d'une salle de bains de dimensions courantes sans avoir a 
recourir a leur fauteuil roulant.

Le dispositif se compose d'un siege equipe de roulettes montees sur des rails. Grace 
aux roulettes, le siege peut aller et venir entre la toilette et la douche ou la baignoire. 
Ce dispositif permet de reduire le nombre de transferts necessaires dans une salle de 
bains standard. Le present rapport fait etat des essais de performance menes sur le 
dispositif en vue de I'ameliorer.

Le dispositif de transfer! sur rails pour salle de bains a ete mis a I'essai et evalue aux 
installations du G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre ainsi que dans plusieurs maisons.

Au G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre, le dispositif a ete essaye par des personnes 
d'age et de taille varies ayant des deficiences diverses.

Apres analyse des resultats des essais menes au G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre, un 
second prototype a ete fabrique en tenant compte des modifications suggerees et mis 
a I'essai dans des maisons.

Les essais menes chez les gens ont permis de constater que le dispositif convenait 
particulierement bien a toutes les salles de bains ou la baignoire pouvait facilement 
etre raccordee au siege de toilette avec des rails. En conclusion, les modifications 
apportees ont ameliore le dispositif et I'ont rendu commercialisable.



2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Rail Assisted Bathroom Transfer Device.

The Tetra Society of North America is a non-profit organization that matches skilled 
volunteers with people with disabilities who need an assistive device developed or 
adapted that will increase their independence.

The rail transfer device developed by the Society allows disabled users to move 
between the shower/bathtub and the toilet in a regular-sized bathroom, without having 
to use a wheelchair. The device consists of a seat with rollers mounted on rails. The 
seat rolls back and forth between the toilet and the shower/tub. This design reduces 
the number of transfers needed in the bathroom and can be used in standard-sized 
bathrooms.

The device makes standard-sized bathrooms accessible to disabled users and does 
not require structural modifications to the bathroom.

Dwellings would no longer require oversize bathrooms for people with disabilities, 
virtually eliminating one of the main obstacles of accessible housing design.

This device has enormous potential to revolutionize the lives of people with severe 
disabilities, as the original prototype has done for its current user. At present, nothing 
similar exists on the market.

The original prototype was designed and built by Paul Cermak and Sam Sullivan. It 
has been used by Mr. Sullivan in three different bathrooms. Only small modifications 
have been made to the device to accommodate it in two different bathroom 
configurations.

As part of the project, two prototypes were designed and built for testing.

These units were tested by people with different levels of disability and in different
bathrooms.

The units were designed to accommodate the various levels of motor ability.

Testing of the Prototypes,

The first prototype was installed in the G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre.

Ian Dennison, Equipment Evaluator, and Diana Mah-Jones, Head of the Occupational 
Therapy of G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre, agreed to have the device tested in the 
Occupational Therapy Department at G.F. Strong.
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The tests were carried out with the help of Occupational Therapy Staff.

Large groups of people observed the device in practical use and several people tested 
the device. Occupational Therapy Staff and people using the device made similar 
recommendations.

Improvements requested:

• a wider seat and improved cushioning

• arm rests for the seat

• a brake for the seat

• improved movement along the track

Based on the testing changes were introduced to the second device as follows:

• The seat was made 18” wide - to give users a better seating platform for transfers

• Cushioning was improved

9 Arm rests were installed to both sides of the seat

• Brakes were installed to stop the seat at any point on the rail

• Crossbars were installed to make the pulling and pushing easier for the user

Although the official G.F. Strong test yielded a relatively small user group, the 
comments were valuable . A table with details of the G.F. Strong trials is in Appendix 
E. The second prototype which was modified according to the results of the tests was 
used in a house with a large accessible bathroom with a shower and no bathtub.

The device was tested with three users generating feedback. Additional tests were 
made in a home with a toilet positioned beside the tub and taps behind the seat and a 
home with the toilet beside the tub and taps in front of the seat.

The prototype was used in homes by able-bodied people as well, with minimum 
inconvenience. No other changes were necessary.

After introduction of the changes requested, the only changes required are those 
necessitated by conditions associated with manufacturing and shipping.
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3. BACKGROUND STATEMENT

There is a need for a rail transfer system. The device makes standard sized bathrooms
accessible to people with severe disabilities and does not require structural 
modifications to the bathroom. Disabled users generally prefer standard size 
bathrooms because there are more available handholds and fewer places to fall. The 
device also has the potential to solve an important problem encountered by architects 
and building designers. People with severe disabilities would have a greater choice of 
dwellings because the rail transfer device will enable them to live in units with standard 
small bathrooms.
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4. PROJECT OBJECTIVES

• To design and build two prototypes of the Rail Assisted Bathroom Transfer Device.

• To test these prototypes in a variety of settings including both institutional
environments and private homes.

® To test these prototypes on a target group with as wide a range of disability and 
motor skills as possible.

• To produce a final design for a product which is easily assembled and readily
adaptable to a number of different types of bathroom environments.
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5, DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM - Rail Assisted Bathroom Transfer Device

Drawing Bathroom Scenario #S.

The Rail Assisted Bathroom Transfer Device enables disabled users to move 
themselves between the shower/bathtub and the toilet in a regular size bathroom 
without having to use a wheelchair.

Device consists of a seat (3) with rollers (5) that is mounted on rails (6). The seat can 
roll back and forth between the toilet and the shower and/or bathtub.

The seat (3) is 18” wide with cushioning on seat, back rest (7), arm rest (1) and hand or 
arm supports (8) and brake (2).

Arm rests (1) are installed to both sides of the seat. They can be flipped out of the way 
for transfers and/or completely removed each separately for persons who do not 
require them or who need support on one side only.

The brake (2) allows the seat to be secured in any position along the rails (6). This
allows the user to transfer from any position and keeps the seat (3) steady at any point 
on the track. The seat is used both as a shower chair and a toilet chair.

Pull bars (4) are attached along the track. The bars assist with movement and can act 
as grab bars if the user loses balance.

Position and length of non-slip feet (11) on the rail are adjustable - and are equipped 
with the rubber suction cups (12).

Additional drawings in Appendix B.

There is a description of bathroom configurations suitable for the use of the device. 
The basic configurations are all bath or shower rooms where the bath or shower tub 
and/or shower area could be connected via rail (6) with the toilet seat.

The prototype used in homes included a spacer (9) which changes the position of the 
regular toilet seat (10) by 3” and makes it usable by able- bodied people as well. It is 
not necessary to use the seat (3) for disabled people. (See drawing of bathroom 
scenario and additional bathroom configurations suitable for the use of the
device In Appendix A attached).
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DESCRIPTION OF TESTING

PHASE ONE - Testing in 6.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre

Equipment Evaluator lan Dennison and, Head of Occupational Therapy Diane Mah- 
Jones at G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre, agreed to test the device in the 
Occupational Therapy Department at G.F. Strong. The testing was carried out with the 
help of Occupational Therapy Department Staff and Occupational Therapy students.

Tom Baleshta from TETRA was present at all testing.

The purpose of the tests at G.F. Strong was to test the device with people of different
disabilities, age groups, and different sizes. The ergonomic evaluations form, included 
in Appendix D, was used to collect the observations and experience of users. The tests 
were done with the first prototype in G.F. Strong. The configuration of the bathroom is 
designed for use of a shower chair.

The bathtub at G.F. Strong and the set-up as shown in Scenario #1 in Appendix A was 
used for testing. The device consisted of the rail, two sets of the support feet, a seat 
16” wide, and a pin brake for the transfer position of the user. The device was 
observed by a large group of people working at G.F. Strong and used by several 
people as follows:

1. A paraplegic male, with one person assisting.

2. A male recovering from a stroke, with right hemiphlegia, one person assisting.

3. A male with multiple sclerosis, without assistance.

4. A male recovering from a stroke, wtih left side paralysis, without assistance.

5. A quadriplegic male, with one person assisting.

6. A female with multiple sclerosis, one person assisting.
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Observations and Suggestions were as follows:

• Improve the seat by making it 18” wide, having deeper cushioning, and an 
adjustable backrest.

• Equip the seat with a brake allowing the seat to be stopped in any position along
the rails.

® Install arm rests on the seat.

® Install a foot rest.

• Improve movement along the track by using crossbars.

• Install a waist belt.

Although the G.F. Strong trials yielded a relatively small user group, the observations
were ,in general, consistent. Diana Mah- Jones, Head of Occupational Therapy of G.F.
Strong Rehabilitation Centre, was disappointed that more people were not involved in
the trials. However, she was pleased at the outcome.

The changes requested based on the testing in G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre were
applied to the second prototype as follows:

• The rail from the first prototype was used with minimum changes.

• Additional cross bars were installed to the rail to make the pulling and or/pushing easy.

• The seat was changed to a seat 18” wide (first prototype seat was 16” wide), to give a 
better platform for transfers.

• Cushioning of the seat was improved by increasing the foam thickness on the seat and the 
back rest.

• Arm rests were installed on both sides of the seat.

• The arm rests can be removed or flipped out of the way for transfers by people who do not 
require them and/or who need one side support only.

• A new brake was installed to stop the seat at any point on the rail.

• To make cleaning simple all material used is stainless steel, aluminum, plastic and 
hardwood.
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PHASE TWO - Testing in the Home Environment

Anne Parsons, a physiotherapist from the Vancouver West Main Health Unit, Barb 
Parsons from the Central Office of the Vancouver Health Department, and Moira 
Jaques, Occupational Therapist from the Vancouver Resources Society all expressed 
interest in the device and had candidates and locations for further evaluation in homes 
ready.

The second prototype was tested in three homes and with three different configurations 
of bathrooms.

One house has a large size accessible bathroom with a shower and no bathtub. The 
device was tested by three users and generating feedback.

The second house had the toilet positioned beside the bathtub, with the taps behind 
the seat and one user.

The third house had the toilet beside the bathtub with the taps in front of the seat, and 
one user.

The prototype used in homes is equipped with a spacer which makes it usable by able 
bodied people as well, with minimum inconvenience. No other additional changes were 
necessary. Data from house testing are in Appendix E. Considering feedback from 
Phase Two testing, including Sam Sullivan’s 2-year long use of the original device in 
three different bathroom configurations, no additional changes were required.

In each bathroom where the device was tested it was clear some additional grab bars 
should be added for the users convenience.

Drawings: Bathroom Scenario #1 and #2. )
Brake mechanism ) APPENDIX A

)
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7. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The Rail Assisted Bathroom Transfer Device is difficult to compare with other 
supporting devices in bathrooms. This is a completely different aid for disabled people 
to be used in bathrooms where several transfers are necessary.

This system will not solve bathroom problems for all disabled people in all bathrooms. 
But installation is fast(approx. one half hour), and easy and it can be left in place with 
minimum inconvenience for able bodied people.

In general, the device is limited to certain bathrooms depending on simple 
requirements as to the configuration of the bathroom as shown in the drawings in 
Appendix A.

The main advantage of this device is that it reduces the assistance required to move
from the toilet to the shower or bathtub as well as giving the user a choice of the 
proper transfer position that is not dictated by the position of the toilet or bathtub/ 
shower area in the bathroom.
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8. COMMENTS ON TESTING

After the completion of testing in the G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre, Diana Mah- 
Jones, head of Occupational Therapy Department at G. F. Strong, expressed her 
disappointment that more people were not involved in the trials as users. However, 
overall she was pleased at the outcome. This sort of evaluation was new to the Centre. 
The positive outcome based on the tests should encourage future trials.

From our point of view we see the testing as very important since it generated useful 
observations and suggestions.

Testing in the homes was useful to evaluate the usefulness of the device for different 
configurations of bathrooms.

In general, based on the results, the testing was considered to be successful. For 
future testing, more time should be allotted for testing in institutional settings as well as 
in the home.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

The advantage of the rail assisted bathroom transfer device is that it reduces the 
assistance required to move from the toilet to the shower /tub, giving the user greater 
independence. This is achieved in a very simple manner. The design of the device 
reduces the number of transfers in the bathroom and can be used in standard-sized
bathrooms as shown in Appendix A .

The device makes most standard-sized bathrooms accessible to disabled users and 
does not require structural modifications to the bathrooms.

The Society feels this device has enormous potential to revolutionize the lives of 
people with severe disabilities, as the original prototype has done for its first user.

The device does not restrict the bathroom for use by disabled people only. The
bathroom is usable by able-bodied people as well, with minimum inconvenience.

Further development should focus on finalizing and refining the design and market 
planning.
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APPENDIX A

HOUSE BATHROOMS
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APPENDIX B

CONFIGURATONS
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTER GENERATED DRAWINGS OF ORIGINAL PROTOTYPE
AND BATHROOM SETTING
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APPENDIX D

PHOTOS OF THE DEVICE IN USE



PHOTOS

1. G.F. Strong Rehab Centre
1 a) transition into tub

2. tub position
2 a) toiiet position
2 b) swivel armrest

3. transition into tub
3 a) tub position
3 b) brake mechanism

4. shower scenario
4 a) perpendicular to toilet











APPENDIX E

COMPLETED ERGONOMIC EVALUATION FORMS



Ergonomic Evaluation Location Date In jL-^ Iq-qu.
G.F. Strong Rehab. Centre 7 n ' ^

1 ---------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -*-------------------------- :-----------------------------------------
Description of Device to be Tested

Rail Transfer Device
The device consists of a seat which moves on a rail from the toilet to the bath or shower. This allows the 
user to transfer only once and eliminates the need for moving a wheelchair around in an inaccessible 
washroom.

User's Name Address (if you wish further info, sent to you)

Nature of Disability I

Present Assistance Required for Transfers

Age •

Height

Weight

Consent i , .
I , agree to participate in the evaluation of the Rail
Transfer Device by using the device.

Signature ■_______________________ Date iO
Witness_________________________

User Trails

A test model has been constructed which will be used to collect feedback with regards to the
function of the device. Feedback from potential users will be used to further develop this device into a 
marketable product.

Please give your comments on the function of this device and how it could be improved.

j.’i

a

iJ

Transfers

Height and position of sliding toilet seat — /W 

Stability throughout transfer - N® ■

Level of independence - )

General comments

b\J o-*-\sL>d 'j- LlSj 1 f H-') a c.

In irv' .



Movement along the track 

Operating the brake - l^o -Ln'i>--Liw\ ■

Size and comfort and stability of toilet seat O O

Balance while moving and ease of movement - u.-^uCle
4vu-h> yircLi'U , d'J-vn. 'Lt-O'tch.,- 'K^-L^d . W

Level of independence'

General comments ^ -w'lv^/ -'tz; -oxtU^ul {->-«-■

-Ajzl . /"cLct-^iyyAcj Aao-Z-Ja (^_-Ca

.*y) . d r J

Using the bath or shower 

Operating the taps (simulation) r Ue ■ir-o-o-LiA'v^ ■

Level of independence.-

General comments - OJ± ib^rVO, qA fvjxjJL^ GLyvii_ \3^iLA_Sb

Further Comments / Suggestions Concerning the Device's Function and the level independence

~0<LOJfc ^ ^ ^ L^v^j^YvO^jcobljVil^

^ (V'-Ao^

'•: J

■;1

.' .!

y

•.• j



Further Comments and Suggestions

Evaluator’s Comments Initials



Product Viability

Before developing this device any further, the extent of its need and usefulness must be knovm.

Please answer and comment on the following questions.

What was your first impression of the device?

^ j.s&U’sA. ij-r
'sf'lL-lsTslS)

How do you presently cope with inaccessible washrooms?

v>jfv .

Could this device give you more independence? 
comments:

~ 33^ \y->3L.
No

Would you use this device if it was installed in an 
otherwise inaccessible hotel washroom? 
comments:

Yes ^Noy

'\3yjJ3 ^/3CC ■

Do you feel that a rail transfer device could take the place of a large, accessible, code washroom? 

Comments: voAAJv_Vc> i—rvOjO€- 0^> cr

Q

How do you think this device could be designed to minimize interference with able-bodied users ?

CjyJj "t i —; _AA/W^C'( • —^ Jr "/ —yiA\_ y.-' I' ? J-(A—

Comments and Suggestions from Family, Attendants, Health Professionals Etc.

Thank you very much for your assistance with this Project.
j



Ergonomic Evaluation Location
G.F. Strong Rehab. Centre

Date

Description of Device to be Tested

Rail Transfer Device
The device consists of a seat which moves on a rail from the toilet to the bath or shower. 
This allows the user to transfer only once and eliminates the need for moving a wheelchair 
around in an inaccessible washroom.

User's Name Address (if you wish further info, sent to you)

Nature of Disability

j ^ yS/S
Present Assistance Required for Transfers y /

Age^

Height

Weight

n5

Consent.
I v • agree to participate in the evaluation of the Rail
Transfer Device by using the device.

Signature
Witness sY

Date

User Trails

A test model has been constructed which will be used to collect feedback with regards 
to the function of the device. Feedback from potential users will be used to further develop 
this device into a marketable product.

Please give your comments on the function of this device and how it could be 
improved.

Transfers

Height and position of sliding toilet seat

Stability throughout transfer

Level of independence

General comments

0



Movement along the track

Operating the brake 
t<?gA

Size and comfort and stability of toilet seat
—f 2 * ex**"

----^ .

Balance while moving and ease of movement .
-t-Xr 5a,^ if ---- - £,<-//€•*

Level of independence

General comments

Using the bath or shower

Operating the taps (simulation)

Level of independence

General comments y

■— {L‘Tr Cc7t $

Further Comments / Suggestions Concerning the Device's Function and the level 
independence

0



Product Viability

Before developing this device any further, the extent of its need and usefulness must 
be known.

Please answer and comment on the following questions.

What was your first impression of the device?

How do you presently cope^with maccessible vyashrooms? 
'TX* c/

y cope with inaccessible washi
St'fWaCt/ -

Could this device give you more independence?
comments: / / / / ^es

y. Wot

Would you use this device if it was installed in an 
otherwise inaccessible hotel washroom? . 
comments: / - / / / /

'\r/z>c*o<? LOS-*'*-? I
&*o,

Do you feel that a rail transfer device could take the place of a large, accessible, code 
washroom? /
Comments: V^; $

0^(P

How do you think this device could be designed to minimize interference with able- 
bodied users ? ^TT- c>f- '~7Zr^

Comments and Suggestions from Family, Attendants, Health Professionals Etc.

Thank you very much for your assistance with this Project.

0



Further Comments and Suggestions

^ C.4? C2> f-

5 f+s?

Evaluator’s Comments Initials



Ergonomic Evaluation LoCat,°nG.F. Strong Rehab. Centre Pate Has IsM0]-,

Description of Device to be Tested '

Rail Transfer Device
The device consists of a seat which moves on a rail from the toilet to the bath or shower. This allows the 
user to transfer only once and eliminates the need for moving a wheelchair around in an inaccessible 
washroom.

User's Name Address (if you wish further info, sent to you)

Nature of Disability

Present Assistance Required for Transfers

Age 5-3

Height C ^

V\feight ^ /jp

\/% * CIJ-'f). / agree to participate in the evaluation of the Rail
Transfer Device by using the deyfce.

Signatu
Witness ^------------

, Date

iW) ^ -2X55 - L Aw)

User Trails

A test model has been constructed which will be used to collect feedback with regards to the
function of the device. Feedback from potential users will be used to further develop this device into a 
marketable product.

Please give your comments on the function of this device and how it could be improved.

Transfers

Height and position of sliding toilet seat - "t'©£ 

Stability throughout transfer - 

Level of independence "

General comments _ 'fcovusy; ■'TveecL sbfaoCL rCn\. ■e/Jrl^r' D^cLq.

^ <*ce>d- lutw^duLe qtvv CD1 s&jzAe



Product Viability

Before developing this device any further, the extent of its need and usefulness must be known.

Please answer and comment on the following questions.

What was your first impression of the device? M.
•klt/t-oi V1 Nirl4 cm. —cLu&n^M {u W-e/

How do you presently cope with inaccessible washrooms?

a. la/ cJaslCC s ^ ^
LAJ IPU CLsfi-WisO

Could this device give you more independence? 
comments:

c C

\Qo.W,rtr-oiAs\

&

Would you use this device if it was installed in an 
otherwise inaccessible hotel washroom? 
comments: 
l.o {

^ySs^No

\ASCiS3

: .;-i.• -J

Do you feel that a rail transfer device could take the place of a large, accessible, code washroom? 

Comments:

How do you think this device could be designed to minimize interference with able-bodied users ?

<3S rf W *^v02

Comments and Suggestions from Family, Attendants, Health Professionals Etc.

Thank you very much for your assistance with this Project.

.• •

C



Movement along the track

Operating the brake i l"
_ -tO /£-i ' ■

Size and comfort and stability of toilet seat - -hw ;

^ !,'o -..CC-

Balance while moving and ease of movement - ;> o 4..

Level of independence -

General comments - Ko..

U.,.„ -x. 'ox- "

Using the bath or shower 

Operating the taps (simulation)

Level of independence IrnA^

General comments

Further Comments / Suggestions Concerning the Device's Function and the level independence

l\ W.s(cp LuW-i f



Further Comments and Suggestions

MloJ H^r^. ^

Evaluator’s Comments 

SlU a.

Initials

A-*-‘J-tMstjl’ a. 'bZ^j 

HJL -^ColX -ovaSi Ad-q As1M-4^-<sO j.

fv^ y»-4vM<U vbj ^ A-& -t-tMMj 
Jl/ULQ Aa^s* IWAsd- fa clA~~c{

%0 ewu^Lg. . lj\ £fro-i oo-rt^t

~\AwAj K/veu/t^ol AmA-OsI 4Aw\j
Mw~t

'1^u^ H~-t -f-cuU.fa dijUA
^ -4k

XkuTL ^ b



Ergonomic Evaluation Location
G.F. Strang Rehab. Centre

Date'tc/cttfat
Description of Device to be Tested

Rail Transfer Device
The device consists of a seat which moves on a rail from the toilet to the bath or shower. This allows the 
user to transfer only once and eliminates the need for moving a wheelchair around in an inaccessible 
washroom.

User's Name Address (if you wish further info, sent to you) Age

Nature of Disability S(Ljl&LA&dAsQ Height

Present Assistance Required for Transfers
Weight

/
Consent Ajy' f? J-XW/I&I ,

I Aagree to participate in the evaluation of the Rail 
Transfer Device-by uspiatiie device.

Signature . ' As f- Date jp/D(pf.
Witness Atktil l ■

User Trails

A test model has been constructed which will be used to collect feedback with regards to the
function of the device. Feedback from potential users will be used to further develop this device into a 
marketable product.

Please give your comments on the function of this device and how it could be improved.

Transfers

Height and position of sliding toilet seat

Stability throughout transfer 

Level of independence

General comments



Product Viability

Before developing this device any further, the extent of its need and usefulness must be known.

Please answer and comment on the following questions.

What was your first impression of the device?

cjicd cl

How do you presently cope with inaccessible washrooms?
~‘'ls'CLufuic

Could this device give you more independence? 
comments: Yes

Comments:

Do you feel that a rail transfer device could take the place of a large, accessible, code washroom?

Would you use this device if it was installed in an 
otherwise inaccessible hotel washroom? 
comments:

-v/rcx/fito- /QjfjA /return c >

How do you think this device could be designed to minimize interference with able-bodied users ?

Cjj . 4Ap (Ju (aDo -^JL

Comments and Suggestions from Family, Attendants, Health Professionals Etc.

Thank you very much for your assistance with this Project.
3



Movement along the track
Ai.f ■ 4to - L/^isJa ^yut^jA "!o&d brmf-Operating the brake

Size and comfort and stability of toilet seat

joC\£'b L:ol£/Il- Id

Balance while moving and ease of movement
* btdl0LA-CJL .

Level of independence
(p-@'/\i%cvci

General comments

- sLi/ILj ^

IP&llLPl Id

Ui b,0 £ \/J h hdA .^r>^ L jCL.iL H-
/Jjp ^',0 

TTxAn

Using the bath or shower

Operating the taps (simulation)

yitiC
Level of independence

General comments

1/OfruJ.a ^tcclo ^f(Tu AJs&t

bfasJ# •



Further Comments and Suggestions

Evaluator’s Comments Initials



Ergonomic Evaluation lM*aonG.F. strong Rehab centre

Description of Device to be Tested

Rail Transfer Device
The device consists of a seat which moves on a rail from the toilet to the bath or shower. 
This allows the user to transfer only once and eliminates the need for moving a wheelchair 
around in an inaccessible washroom.

User's Name

Nature of Disabilitynnty /

Address (if you wish further info, sent to you)

/
7

Present Assistance Required for Transfers

/*/ /

Age 

Height 

Weight

IM!A

Consent
I_______ _____________________ agree to participate in the evaluation of the Rail
Transfer Device by using the device.

Signature__________________________ Date_________
Witness_________________________

User Trails

A test model has been constructed which will be used to collect feedback with regards 
to the function of the device. Feedback from potential users will be used to further develop 
this device into a marketable product.

Please give your comments on the function of this device and how it could be 
improved.

Transfers

Height and position of sliding toilet seat 

Stability throughout transfer 

Level of independence

General comments



Product Viability

Before developing this device any further, the extent of its need and usefulness must 
be known.

Please answer and comment on the following questions.

What was your first impression of the device? /

4*4: £^ i'?' s-fuf'

Could this device give you more independence? 
comments: f /

/• AhzL — L£GJ^
J, % -U ^ n/T

^ No

" / ) 
fg//

Would you use this device if it was installed in an
otherwise inaccessible, hotel washroom? ^ Yes No
comments:, 7 , r ,

\iZf*'' \-'jS-':£4,‘Z> f ^ .C -v A'

Do you feel that a rail transfer device could take the place of a large, accessible, code 
washroom?
Comments: ^ < r ^ r <- a

V/wt? fee, ,

How do you think this device could be designed to minimize interference with able-
bodied users ? * / / ,—,_______ I / /

— l* au/ of— / r/c /

Comments and Suggestions from Family, Attendants, Health Professionals Etc.

Thank you very much for your assistance with this Project.



Movement along the track 

Operating the brake

Size and comfort and stability of toilet seat

Balance while moving and ease of movement 

Level of independence

General comments

Using the bath or shower

Operating the taps (simulation)

Level of independence -

General comments

Further Comments / Suggestions Concerning the Device's Function and the level independence

£ //e,^7 '/ety

7<£» y<f~fc.rZ£ASC__ C Ay/



Further Comments and Suggestions

InitialsEvaluator’s Comments



APPENDIX F

SUMMARY OF G.F. STRONG AND IN-HOUSE TESTS



APPENDIX F - SUMMARY OF IN-HOME TESTING

Home #1 (Photo set 2)
User: Female stroke victim
Environment: The device was installed in a large sized shower, in a chair
accessible washroom without a bathtub. The device reduced the number of transfers 
necessary. However, the regular method of transferring from bed to a shower chair 
and then to a regular chair after showering with the help of an attendant was 
considered acceptable, even with the extra transfer onto the toilet. Two women with 
disabilities who live upstairs also tried the device in this setting and reacted positively.

Home #2 (Photo set 3)'
User: 28 year old male paraplegic
Environment: The toilet is located beside the bathtub. The taps of the bathtub
are located behind the seat of the device in position. Normally a bath bench was used. 
The device was used and was considered to be helpful.

Home #3 (Photo set 4)
User: 38 year old male C7 quadriplegic
Environment: The toilet is located beside the bathtub. The taps of the bathtub
are located in front of the seat. A bath bench was normally used. The device was 
used and response was favorable.

All home tests generated a positive response. However a regular method of transfer 
was retained for the present. .

Bathroom configuration similar to home #2 and #3.



APPENDIX F. - SUMMARY OF G.F. STRONG TESTING

Disability Age Heioht Weioht Transfer Assistance

Paraplegia, male 53 6’1” 215 One person assistance
lbs.

Stroke, right hemiplegia One person assistance

Multiple sclerosis, male None needed

Stroke, left side 38 57” 175 None needed
lbs.

Paralysis, male

Quadriplegic, male 25 6’ 140 One person assistance
lbs.

Multiple sclerosis, female 32 5’3” 115 One person assistance
lbs.

Observations

Seat

Seat was too narrow(16”) for comfortable transfers so it was widened to 18”. To further aid the 
comfort of the user deeper cushioning was used and the back rest was made adjustable to 
different angles.

Brake

Pin brake did not allow user to stop anywhere on the track. The brake was modified to allow 
this.

Arm Rests

Arm rests were installed on both sides of the chair for comfort and safety.

Crossbars

Crossbars were installed so that the user could pull and push on them to help them move 
along the track and to stop themselves from falling should they lose their balance.



General

The front of the chair should remain unobstructed for ease of transfer and so that provisions 
can be made for waist straps.

APPENDIX F (Continued) 

Conclusion

Although the G.F. Strong trials yielded a relatively small user group, the documents and 
suggestions were consistent. The feedback has indicated how the device can be improved. 
Before the next stage of testing, i.e. in home evaluations, the results of the G.F. Strong tests 
were used to modify the prototype.




